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 The proliferation of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) fuels internet of 

things (IoT's) rapid global development, connecting diverse devices. IoT 

transforms devices into intelligent entities delivering exceptional services. 

This work addresses IoT authentication gaps through a comprehensive 

survey, analyzing recent works and exploring techniques in various 

applications. It includes a comparative analysis of authentication schemes, 

evaluating Bi-Phase authentication scheme (BAS) in WSNs. BAS 

outperforms sensor protocol for information via negotiation (SPIN), 

broadcast session key protocol (BROSK), and localized encryption and 

authentication protocol (LEAP), resulting in lower energy consumption and 

higher efficiency. With energy efficiency at 60 Kb/J for 25 nodes, BAS 

focuses on power optimization and lightweight security measures, reducing 

energy consumption, maximizing efficiency, and extending WSN lifespan. 

The evaluation, conducted using MATLAB/Simulink, demonstrates BAS's 

superiority, achieving 10 J, 12 J, 14 J, and 15 J energy consumption for 25 

nodes during simulation, showcasing its effectiveness and future potential in 

advancing IoT authentication. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless sensor networks are internet of things (IoT's) backbone, collecting data for applications 

from smart cities to healthcare. Wireless sensor networks (WSN) consist of a collection of sensors tasked 

with detecting and monitoring their environment, transmitting data to a central base station for subsequent 

processing [1]. The IoT is a transformative force, connecting diverse devices that sense, compute, and 

communicate. However, ensuring IoT security is paramount, given the expansion. IoT security has become 

increasingly crucial as IoT devices proliferate across various domains, including smart homes, healthcare, 

industry, and smart cities. According to Garner, Inc., the number of IoT devices will reach 20.4 billion by 

2020, driven by the increased adoption of applications such as smart homes, smart cities, and smart 

healthcare [2]–[5]. The imperative requirement for robust security measures to protect data, mitigate potential 

threats, and address the challenges posed by widespread technology adoption underscores the critical role of 

authentication within today's digital landscape. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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Authentication is crucial in safeguarding IoT sensor networks by confirming the identities of 

devices and users, which, in turn, ensures data integrity, device trustworthiness, and user privacy in the IoT 

ecosystem, thus preserving the reliability and security of data [6]. Authentication in IoT enhances device 

reliability and user privacy, safeguarding against security risks and intrusion, yet it introduces unique 

challenges in sensor networks. First, scalability is a primary concern as IoT networks comprise a multitude of 

devices, requiring authentication methods that can efficiently handle authentication requests at scale [7]. 

Second, the resource constraints of IoT devices, such as limited processing power, memory, and energy, 

necessitate authentication solutions that operate efficiently without imposing undue burdens [8]. Finally, the 

diverse nature of IoT devices, each with varying communication protocols and security requirements, calls 

for authentication methods that can adapt to this heterogeneity, ensuring interoperability and effective 

security [9], [10]. Addressing these challenges is essential in developing authentication solutions that 

effectively secure IoT sensor networks while accommodating the specific demands and limitations of the IoT 

environment. 

In the ever-evolving IoT security landscape, the expanding ecosystem heightens the urgency for 

robust authentication. Threats, including data breaches, device compromise, eavesdropping, unauthorized 

access, identity spoofing, and replay attacks, underscore the ongoing challenges in securing interconnected 

IoT systems and preserving data privacy and confidentiality [11]–[13]. Robust authentication measures are a 

critical defense line in this evolving landscape, ensuring that only authorized users and devices can access 

and control IoT systems, safeguarding data integrity, privacy, and overall system security. 

This survey is prompted by the increasing importance of robust authentication in sectors such as 

healthcare, industrial automation, and smart cities. It seeks to thoroughly evaluate and compare existing 

authentication approaches, providing a valuable resource for researchers, practitioners, and policymakers. By 

focusing on wireless IoT sensor networks, the survey explores various authentication techniques, protocols, 

and schemes, conducting a comparative analysis and offering an up-to-date perspective on emerging trends to 

enhance IoT network security and efficiency. 

This article significantly benefits the IoT community, providing a comprehensive view of 

authentication in wireless IoT sensor networks, evaluating existing schemes, and offering insights into 

emerging trends. It empowers informed decision-making, enhances security, and drives innovation in IoT, 

serving as a valuable resource for both professionals and researchers in this field. The contributions of this 

work are: 

− A comprehensive review and classification of recent works on IoT authentication schemes and analysis 

on the strength, weakness, and uniqueness of the survey.  

− A review on Applications, emphasizing on their authentication techniques, accounting for their suitability 

for diverse IoT use cases. 

− A comparative analysis of existing authentication schemes, highlighting their methods, strengths, 

weaknesses and analyzing their performance based on energy efficiency, secure key management, 

scalability, robust security, and resistance to attacks. 

− Simulation and analysis of authentication schemes in IoT including evaluating the effectiveness of the 

BAS in comparison to other cryptographic-based authentication schemes in WSNs, namely SPIN, 

broadcast session key protocol (BROSK), and localized encryption and authentication protocol (LEAP). 

− Identification and highlight of emerging trends and innovations in IoT authentication to offer insights into 

the future of authentication in IoT sensor networks. 

The remaining sections of the paper are organized as follows: the second section examines similar 

efforts, while the third section presents an overview of authentication in WSN, the fourth section covers 

authentication schemes associated the IoT. The fifth section presents experimental results and performance 

evaluation of authentication schemes in IoT based wireless sensor networks. The sixth section, concludes the 

work and discusses future trends in providing security solutions. 

 

 

2. RELATED WORKS 

In recent years, researchers have conducted extensive investigations into authentication solutions for 

wireless IoT sensor networks, with a specific focus on the recent developments in IoT authentication. Table 1 

presents a detailed comparison table on recent works in IoT authentication, systematically reviewed for 

strengths, weaknesses, and future research directions. Contributions include a comprehensive exploration of 

IoT authentication techniques [14], an investigation of communication protocols for IoT security [15], and a 

taxonomy tracing the evolution of IoT authentication methods [16]. Kavianpour et al. [17] provides a 

thorough analysis of IoT authentication, encompassing security aspects and identifying future challenges. 

Surveys by Singh et al. [18] and Bahache et al [19] explore user authentication schemes for WSNs and 

authentication in wireless medical sensor networks (WMSNs) for healthcare respectively. Gautam and 
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Kumar [20] evaluate WMSN authentication schemes, offering a comprehensive review and future research 

directions. The work presented by Wang et al. [21] classifies authentication methods, evaluating usability 

and security, and examines mobile device authentication.  

In summary, diverse surveys on IoT authentication solutions offer comprehensive insights, 

exhibiting strengths like thorough exploration and innovative taxonomies. While providing valuable 

overviews, areas for improvement include offering more specific technical details and real-world examples. 

Nevertheless, collectively, these surveys contribute significantly to understanding authentication in wireless 

IoT sensor networks and guide future research. 

 

 

3. OVERVIEW OF AUTHENTICATION IN WSN  

The surge in IoT device numbers has led to heightened security and privacy challenges, including 

threats like man-in-the-middle attacks and data breaches. Authentication of connected devices is essential, 

addressing privacy concerns by ensuring data confidentiality and privacy within the network [22]. It plays a 

critical role in communication security by verifying the legitimacy of data sources, confirming the accuracy 

and authorization of information exchanged between network nodes. 

 

3.1.  Authentication scenarios 

In WSNs, there are two authentication scenarios: pairwise and groupwise. Figure 1 demonstrates 

authentication scenarios in IoT Figure 1(a) illustrates pairwise authentication between nodes x and y. Group-

based authentication includes cluster-based authentication and global-based authentication [23]. A cluster 

head and its nearby sensor nodes use cluster-based authentication, as shown in Figure 1(b), to secure 

clustered broadcast messages. Node authentication, as shown in Figure 1(c), is validated by the manager node 

and all sensor nodes in the sense field. The manager node performs global authentication to secure 

communications broadcast to the whole network and prevent unauthorized sensor nodes from joining the 

network. 

 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

  

Figure 1. Authentication scenarios in IoT: (a) pairwise authentication, (b) cluster authentication, and  

(c) group-wise authentication 

 

 

3.2.  IoT device authentication techniques 

To enhance security measures for devices and networks within IoT-based WSNs, a variety of 

authentication systems can be employed. The choice of an authentication scheme is contingent upon the 

specific security requirements of the IoT-based WSN and the available resources on both devices and the 

network [24]. Among the widely adopted authentication schemes in IoT-based WSNs are: 

 

3.2.1. Pre-shared key 

For authentication, a shared secret key is disseminated among all devices and the network in this 

system. When a device wants to join the network, it needs to provide the correct shared secret key for 

authentication. In most IoT wireless networks, the authentication process involves pre-configuring a newly 

joining node with a pre-shared key (PSK) in the initial authentication phase. Each device, possessing a 

distinctive identifier, must pre-share a symmetric key with the network coordinator which allows the network 

coordinator to authenticate recognized devices when engaging in subsequent communications [25]. However, 

IoT networks lack a well-defined procedure for sharing pre shared keys. 
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Table 1. Recent works on IoT authentication 
Title Citation Description Strength Weakness Uniqueness of work 

A survey of I IoT 
authentication 

schemes 

El-Hajj et 
al. [14] 

Comprehensive IoT 
authentication 

review with a 

dedicated 
taxonomy. 

In-depth IoT 
authentication 

taxonomy, multi-criteria 

classification, and 
protocol analysis. 

Lacks specific 
solutions or 

protocols to 

address these 
issues. 

Thorough analysis of 
IoT authentication, 

hardware security 

trends, sets it apart as 
forward-thinking. 

Key agreement and 

authentication 
protocols in the IoT: 

a survey 

Szymoniak 

and Kesar 
[15] 

Explores security 

protocols for IoT 
and WSNs, 

including new 

solutions. 

Examines IoT and WSN 

security, focusing on 
critical aspects like 

anonymity, common 

attack types, and 
protective measures. 

Lacks specific 

solutions or 
protocols, limited 

exploration of 

cross-platform 
compatibility and 

use cases. 

Highlights efficient 

tech like elliptic 
curves and 

biometrics, with a 

focus on future secure 
communication 

research. 

A comprehensive 
survey of 

authentication 

methods in IoT 

conjunctions 

Kumar et 
al. [16] 

Analyzes IoT 
authentication, 

security, evolution 

of solutions, and 

research challenges. 

Evaluates IoT 
authentication across 

domains, highlights 

challenges, future 

research. 

lacks specific 
technical details or 

practical 

implementation 

examples. 

Comprehensive 
analysis of IoT 

authentication, its 

taxonomy across 

domains. 

A systematic 

literature review of 
authentication in IoT 

for heterogeneous 
devices 

Kavianpour 

et al. [17] 

Analyzes diverse 

IoT authentication 
methods: cloud-

based, lightweight, 
decentralized 

blockchain-based, 

and biometrics-
based. 

Extensively examines 

IoT authentication 
challenges, various 

methods, security 
aspects, and formal 

verification. 

Does not present 

precise solutions 
or elaborate 

strategies to 
overcome these 

limitations. 

Presents various 

authentication 
methods and formal 

verification tools and 
the ongoing need for 

IoT authentication 

improvements as a 
future research area. 

Evaluating 

authentication 
schemes for real-time 

data in wireless 

sensor network 

Singh et al. 

[18] 

Categorizes and 

evaluates user 
authentication 

schemes for WSNs 

based on:security, 
efficiency, 

communication, 

and computation 
costs 

Systematic evaluation 

framework, extensive 
scheme categorization, 

and the call for improved 

authentication methods  

Does not propose 

new authentication 
schemes, leaving 

room for further 

research. 

Detailed analysis and 

the model-based 
evaluation of 

authentication 

schemes for WSNs, 
providing valuable 

insights for future 

research and 
development. 

Authentication 

schemes for 
healthcare 

applications using 

wireless  
Medical sensor 

networks: a survey 

Bahache  

et al. [19] 

Evaluates WMSN 

authentication 
schemes by 

architecture, 

assessing security, 
performance, and 

exploring attacks 

and verification. 

Comprehensive review, 

experiments, and future 
research directions for 

enhanced WMSNs 

authentication schemes. 

Focus on WMSNs 

authentication 
may limit its 

relevance to 

broader IoT 
applications. 

Analyzes healthcare 

and IoT security 
authentication, 

emphasizing tailored 

solutions for resource 
constraints like 

WMSNs, backed by 

practical experiments. 
A comprehensive 

study on key 

management, 
authentication, and 

trust management 

techniques in 
wireless sensor 

networks 

Gautam 

and Kumar 

[20] 

Classified 

authentication 

schemes and 
evaluated them 

based on key 

network security 
aspects, including 

resource efficiency 

and strong security. 

Emphasizing reduced 

computing load, lower 

energy consumption, 
high security, and 

efficient resource 

utilization in various 
authentication schemes. 

 

The paper is 

deficient in terms 

of specific 
technical 

intricacies and 

practical 
implementation 

illustrations. 

Categorizes 

authentication 

schemes, evaluates 
them based on 

network security, 

providing a unique 
perspective for 

enhanced 

understanding and 
comparison. 

User authentication 

on mobile devices: 
approaches, threats, 

and trends 

Wang et al. 

[21] 

Classifies 

authentication into 
knowledge-based, 

physiological and 

behavioral 
biometrics, 

two/multi-factor 

authentication. 
Evaluates usability 

and security 

Comprehensive analysis 

of mobile device 
authentication, noting 

strengths/weaknesses 

and emphasizing the 
emerging trend of multi-

factor authentication. 

insufficient 

coverage on 
emerging mobile 

authentication 

technologies, 
lacks a clear 

solution for the 

usability-security 
trade-off. 

Categorizes and 

assesses trends in 
mobile device 

authentication, 

exploring integrated 
metrics for enhanced 

security and user 

convenience, with 
implications for 

future research. 

 

 

To addresses the challenge of undefined procedures for sharing PSK in IoT networks in large-scale 

and dynamic environments like industrial IoT (IIoT), Haj-Hassan et al. [26] introduces an autonomous 

mutual authentication and key establishment protocol, providing a systematic approach to PSK sharing. 

Through certificate-based authentication and a lightweight consensus mechanism, the protocol enhances 

security and efficiency in large-scale IIoT networks where traditional standards lack clarity. 
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3.2.2. Certificate-based 

This scheme uses digital certificates to authenticate devices and the network. Each device has a 

unique digital certificate that is signed by a trusted certificate authority (CA). When a device wants to join 

the network, it presents its digital certificate to the network for authentication [27]. The work presented by 

Khurshid and Raza [28] proposed an integrity certificate-based authentication scheme to address IoT security 

challenges by proposing automated certification for IoT (AutoCert), a novel time-of-check to time-of-use 

(TOCTOU)-secure mechanism combining software-state integrity with public key infrastructure (PKI) for 

device authentication. AutoCert, implementing internet engineering task force (IETF) remote attestation 

procedures and X509 IoT certificates, resolves the TOCTOU problem in integrity certificates. The proof-of-

concept on a real IoT device, the OPTIGA trusted platform module (TPM) evaluation kit, demonstrates 

practicality, achieving attested state validation in approximately 4,746 milliseconds with minimal network 

overhead. 

 

3.2.3. Biometric based 

This scheme uses biometric features such as fingerprints, facial recognition, or iris scans for device 

authentication [29]. Biometric-based authentication is more secure than other authentication schemes as 

biometric features are unique to everyone. The work proposed by Mirsaraei et al. [30] introduces a three-

factor authentication scheme for IoT on a blockchain platform. It offers mutual authentication with user 

authorization through smart card registration on a private blockchain, eliminating the need for a trusted 

server. Utilizing elliptic-curve cryptography (ECC) and rigorous security analysis, this approach enhances 

security and computational efficiency in IoT environments. It introduces a biometrics-based authentication 

method, striking a balance between robust security, privacy preservation, and reduced computational 

resource consumption. 

 

3.2.4. One-time password 

For each authentication session, this scheme generates a unique password. The password is only 

good for one authentication session and cannot be used again. This scheme is commonly used for online 

banking and other financial transactions. The work presented by Kaur et al. [31] suggests a two-factor 

authentication scheme to bolster security and privacy in cloud computing, targeting challenges and 

vulnerabilities in cloud communication amid its pervasive adoption in reshaping information technology (IT) 

and business operations. The proposed authentication scheme combines traditional user credentials, one-time 

passwords (OTP), one-way hash, and nonce-based techniques to counter various attacks, reinforcing user 

authentication and ensuring secure access to cloud services for overall security in the cloud ecosystem. 

 

3.2.5. Token-based 

A token is produced for each authentication session under this scheme. The token is used to validate 

the device and user's identities [32]. This scheme is commonly used for multi-factor authentication. The work 

presented by Jiang et al. [33] introduces EdgeAuth, a novel token-based authentication scheme designed for 

rapid user authentication in edge computing environment. EdgeAuth improves authentication efficiency in 

Industrial IoT by leveraging cloud-edge collaboration. The authentication process, starting with cloud 

verification and followed by edge server validation enhances speed and security, effectively countering 

common authentication attacks and presenting a significant advancement for geographically distributed edge 

servers. 

 
3.2.6. Public key infrastructure 

The described scheme employs a public-private key pair for authentication in IoT devices.  

Yang et al. [34] introduced as an interaction-based authentication (IBA) scheme, it addresses security and 

efficiency challenges in IoT networks. IBA utilizes device characteristics from previous interactions to 

securely authenticate through element matching, eliminating the need for a constant connection to trusted 

third parties. The scheme exhibits dynamic adaptability, scalability, and resilience against common attacks 

like replay, impersonation, and man-in-the-middle attacks. Comparative analyses indicate that IBA 

outperforms existing authentication schemes in terms of security and performance, making it a more practical 

solution for IoT environments. 

 

3.3.  Use cases and industry application of authentication in IoT 

Authentication is crucial in diverse IoT applications, encompassing smart homes, connected 

healthcare, industrial IoT, smart cities, energy grid management, supply chain management, smart 

agriculture, connected vehicles, smart retail, and environmental monitoring [35]. Applications in diverse 

sectors utilize various authentication techniques for IoT security. Examples include smart home security 
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employing biometric and secure communication for residential safety, industrial IoT relying on certificate-

based authentication for machinery protection, and smart cities ensuring secure IoT devices through 

communication encryption. Other applications span healthcare data security, energy grid management with 

mutual authentication, supply chain transparency via blockchain, and smart agriculture protecting data 

integrity. Connected vehicles use biometric and key management, while smart retail emphasizes secure 

payment gateways. Environmental monitoring safeguards data integrity and access control in ecological 

research. 

 

3.4.  Challenges in IoT authentication 

Authentication in the IoT encounters a myriad of challenges, necessitating solutions for effective 

operation. These challenges encompass resource limitations, scalability issues, diverse devices, intermittent 

connectivity, key management complexities, physical security concerns, privacy considerations, update 

processes, vulnerabilities, and adherence to standards, energy efficiency, and integration with edge 

computing, and compliance with regulations. Addressing these multifaceted challenges is imperative to 

establish a robust and secure framework for IoT authentication. Some specific challenges in IoT 

authentication include: 

− Resource constraints: limited processing, memory, and energy resources in IoT devices challenge the 

implementation of robust authentication, as traditional methods can be computationally intensive and 

overburden these devices. 

− Scalability: IoT networks can comprise a massive number of devices, from sensors to actuators. Ensuring 

efficient and scalable authentication methods becomes crucial to handle authentication requests from this 

vast device population without causing network congestion or overwhelming authentication servers. 

− Heterogeneity: IoT ecosystems encompass a wide range of devices with diverse capabilities, 

communication protocols, and architectures. Authentication solutions need to be adaptable to this 

heterogeneity and ensure interoperability across the varied devices and platforms. 

− Secure key management: IoT devices often rely on cryptographic keys for authentication and secure 

communication. The challenge lies in securely managing these keys across many devices. Key 

distribution, secure storage, and timely revocation of compromised keys must be carefully managed to 

maintain security. 

− Physical security: IoT devices are often deployed in physically exposed environments, making them 

susceptible to tampering and physical attacks. Ensuring the physical security of authentication 

mechanisms is essential to prevent unauthorized access or manipulation of devices. 

− Privacy concerns: IoT devices often collect sensitive data, and authentication solutions must consider 

privacy concerns. It is imperative that user data is protected and only accessible to authorized entities, 

addressing privacy regulations and user expectations. 

− Energy efficiency: many IoT devices operate on battery power, making energy-efficient authentication 

essential to extend device lifespans. Traditional authentication methods, which may consume significant 

energy, pose challenges in meeting the energy constraints of IoT devices. 

 

3.5.  Authentication requirements 

Authentication in IoT sensor networks is vital to meet stringent requirements, ensuring robust 

network security, data integrity, and overall reliability. The fulfillment of these requirements becomes 

indispensable for safeguarding critical data, securing devices, and maintaining the integrity of the entire IoT 

sensor network [36]. The authentication process plays a pivotal role in establishing trust and preventing 

unauthorized access, contributing to the overall resilience and dependability of the IoT sensor network. 

− Scalability: IoT sensor networks often comprise many devices, necessitating authentication solutions that 

efficiently handle the scaling requirements without causing network congestion or delays. 

− Resource efficiency: authentication mechanisms for IoT sensors must efficiently operate on resource-

constrained devices with limited processing power and memory, minimizing resource consumption. 

− Memory usage: the amount of memory required by the algorithm can impact the performance of the 

system. Algorithms that require less memory may be more efficient and faster. 

− Low energy consumption: energy-efficient authentication is crucial for IoT sensors running on battery 

power, extending operational lifespan, and reducing the need for frequent battery replacements. 

− Robust security: authentication is the primary defense for securing IoT sensor networks, ensuring robust 

protection against unauthorized access, data tampering, and eavesdropping to maintain data integrity and 

privacy. 

− Authentication methods diversity: authentication solutions should offer flexibility to support a range of 

methods, including certificates, biometrics, and tokens, to accommodate different sensor types. 
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− Resilience to physical attacks: IoT sensors are often physically exposed, making them susceptible to 

tampering or theft. Authentication mechanisms should be designed to resist physical attacks and protect 

sensitive credentials. 

− Secure key management: proper key management is fundamental to authentication in IoT. It ensures the 

secure storage, distribution, and revocation of cryptographic keys, preventing key compromise and 

misuse. 

− Key size: the key size in an algorithm impacts both security and encryption speed. Larger key sizes 

generally offer higher security levels but can also increase the time needed for encryption and decryption. 

− Privacy preservation: IoT sensors often handle sensitive data. Authentication solutions must prioritize 

user and data privacy, ensuring that only authorized entities can access and process this information. 

 

3.6.  Security threats and vulnerabilities in IoT authentication 

In IoT authentication, there is a critical focus on addressing an array of security threats and 

vulnerabilities. These encompass concerns such as brute force attacks, password cracking, phishing, man-in-

the-middle attacks, credential theft, session hijacking, and replay attacks. Effectively mitigating these threats 

is imperative to uphold the integrity of authentication security and ensure the safeguarding of sensitive data 

in various systems and applications. 

− Brute force attacks: systematic trial-and-error attempts to guess credentials, particularly problematic with 

weak passwords. 

− Password cracking: exploiting stored password weaknesses through techniques like dictionary attacks or 

rainbow tables. 

− Phishing: deceptive attempts to acquire user credentials by impersonating trusted entities or services. 

− Man-in-the-middle attacks (MitM): intercepting communication between user and authentication server, 

enabling eavesdropping or impersonation. 

− Credential theft: stealing passwords, tokens, or keys via malware, social engineering, or exploiting 

authentication vulnerabilities. 

− Session hijacking: unauthorized access by acquiring session tokens, posing as the legitimate user. 

− Replay Attacks: Capturing authentication data and replaying it to gain unauthorized access. 

− Weak encryption: insufficiently protected authentication data can expose credentials to eavesdroppers. 

− Single points of failure: relying solely on one authentication factor (e.g., passwords) is risky; 

implementing multi-factor authentication (MFA) is more secure. 

− Insufficient user authentication: weak or improper validation of user identities may lead to unauthorized 

access. 

− Biometric spoofing: vulnerabilities in biometric authentication where attackers can mimic biometric data 

to gain unauthorized entry. 

− Cross-site scripting (XSS): malicious code injections in web applications can capture authentication data, 

threatening user credentials. 

− Software vulnerabilities: flaws in authentication software or libraries can be exploited, jeopardizing 

security. 

− Social engineering: manipulating user psychology to divulge authentication information or reset 

passwords, exploiting human rather than technical vulnerabilities. 

− Token leakage: unauthorized access due to token leaks through insecure storage or communication 

channels. 

 

 

4. AUTHENTICATION SCHEMES IN IOT 

In the following sub-sections, the paper delves into various authentication schemes employed in the 

context of the IoT. These schemes encompass a range of approaches such as identity (ID)-based, broadcast, 

timestamp, and cryptographic-based authentication, each of which is categorized to facilitate a thorough 

analysis. The exploration and discussion of these diverse authentication modes contribute to a comprehensive 

understanding of their applicability and effectiveness in IoT environments.  

 

4.1.  Identity-based authentication 

This authentication method is crucial for diverse applications, providing security against various 

risks in networks like mobile ad hoc, automotive, grid, smart cards, and wireless sensor networks (WSNs). It 

employs certificateless cryptography to address ID-based authentication challenges, including key escrow 

and certification issues. A proposed conditional preservation of authenticity enhances resilience by 

implementing a secure authentication system between the base station and sensor nodes, designating a cluster 
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leader, and assigning unique identities to member nodes [37]. The protocols, incorporating key distribution 

and secure data transmission components, also guard against random oracle and quantum computer attacks. 

Additionally, Deebak et al. [38] introduces an ID-based authentication mechanism using lattice and rejection 

sampling from number theory. 

 

4.2.  Broadcast authentication 

Broadcast authentication is valuable in remote settings, requiring low compute overhead, instant 

verification, time synchronization, and defense against security concerns. There are two categories of 

broadcast authentication, signature and timed, efficient, streaming, loss-tolerant authentication (TESLA) 

authentication. Signature authentication uses cryptographic primitives and henceforth faces challenges like 

larger key sizes. The efficient identity-based broadcast authentication scheme (EIBAS) aims to protect 

multiple nodes without a mobile base station, involving system initialization, cryptographic key mining, 

signature creation, and broadcast authentication [39]. The lightweight one-way cryptographic hash algorithm 

(LOCHA) translates messages into American standard code for information interchange (ASCII), reducing 

storage and transmission overhead [40]. Another signature-based approach divides messages into blocks, 

each authenticated by a previous authenticator, providing high-security levels without requiring time 

synchronization [41]. 

 

4.3.  Time stamp-based authentication 

The authentication method employs a public and private key pair, with each device having a distinct 

public key. A trust-based security mechanism in WSNs uses linked chained authentication, incorporating 

load and header into a block [42]. The authority generates a payload with public key and cryptographic 

information for each added sensor node. The payload assesses block credential validity using the trust credit 

score. The mobile ad hoc network's authentication approach validates messages using a timestamp and ECC-

based encryption, offering mutual authentication based on time synchronization. This method, demonstrated 

using bloom filters and the hybrid certification scheme (HAS), ensures secure secret and session keys, 

guarding against tracking attacks, data leaks, and identity theft. Mobility challenges in wireless sensor 

networks prompt frequent re-authentication.  

The work presented by Chunka et al. [43] critiques password and key-based authentication, 

advocating for biometric data use. The author demonstrates biometric authentication's superiority, being 

challenging to copy, guess, steal, lose, disperse, or forget. A timestamp cryptographic algorithm aids in 

jamming attack defense. Xu et al. [44] introduce creating a new sensor node cluster and generating 

timestamps between nodes. The receiver's end calculates the timestamp value, discarding messages with 

significant timestamp discrepancies, indicating malicious intent. Despite its simplicity, this algorithm 

produces effective results. The work presented by Sankar et al. [45] proposed a localized encryption and 

authentication protocol utilizing four keys: individual, pairwise, cluster, and group keys. The scheme 

authenticates broadcasted data packets and addresses key revocation. 

 

4.4.  Cryptographic-based authentication 

Cryptographic methods secure data in communication systems like messaging apps and online 

transactions use mathematical algorithms to secure data in communication systems. Maurya et al. [46] 

introduces the BAS for WSN, emphasizing lightweight security, minimal energy consumption, and resistance 

to denial-of-service attacks. BAS enables external authentication for WSN users, employing shared and 

paired keys, and each node possesses a pairwise shared key with the base station. Despite its resilience to 

denial of service (DoS) attacks and minimized energy consumption, BAS is vulnerable to tamper attacks and 

lacks internal network security features, such as ensuring data integrity, freshness, and confidentiality.  

Qazi et al. [47] introduces a localized encryption and authentication protocol addressing key 

revocation and ensuring lightweight encryption within the network. It employs various key types for 

authenticating base station broadcasts, data packets, and supporting key revocation. While effective in secure 

key management and protection against eavesdropping attacks, the protocol is criticized for its energy 

inefficiency, lack of scalability, and vulnerability to DoS and tamper attacks. 

Gaur [48] present the SPINs, incorporating sensor network encryption protocol (SNEP) for data 

confidentiality and authentication, and micro timed, efficient, streaming, loss-tolerant (μTESLA) for 

authenticated broadcast in resource-constrained environments. The protocol utilizes a key distribution center 

(KDC) to ensure data confidentiality, offering advantages such as confidentiality, two-party data 

authentication, data integrity, and freshness. SPIN demonstrates energy efficiency, secure key management, 

and defense against DoS attacks. However, it faces challenges in scalability and is vulnerable to issues like 

DoS attacks, eavesdropping, and tampering. 

Vandervelden et al. [49] introduce the BROSK, a broadcast negotiation protocol that eliminates the 

requirement for a trust server and showcases scalability and energy efficiency when compared to SPIN. This 
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protocol employs a secure communication protocol for broadcasting in WSNs through negotiation. In 

BROSK, every node shares a common master key, and nodes use their keys to validate other nodes. While 

BROSK is highly scalable and provides secure key management, it lacks energy efficiency and is susceptible 

to DoS, eavesdropping, and tamper attacks. 

Zhang et al. [50] addresses security concerns in WSNs through the introduction of a novel 

encryption scheme that combines ECC and homomorphic encryption. Homomorphic encryption is 

intentionally designed to allow computations on encrypted data without the requirement for prior decryption, 

thereby strengthening privacy and providing effective protection against eavesdropping. The scheme’s 

weaknesses lie in the potential energy consumption from computational complexity, susceptibility to DoS 

attacks, and the need to ensure robust protection against tamper attacks. Implementing measures such as 

access control and intrusion detection is vital to augment the security of these cryptographic authentication 

methods. This involves considering the strengths and weaknesses inherent in each authentication scheme. 

 

 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This section assesses the effectiveness of cryptographic authentication schemes and presents the 

experimental results. The results are generated using MATLAB/Simulink software, which produces both 

graphical and numerical analyses. The experiment involves randomly distributing sensor nodes within a  

16 m ×16 m rectangular area. Table 2 delineates the simulation parameters, encompassing network size, node 

quantity, energy consumption, sink node placement, and packet size. 
 

 

Table 2. Simulation parameters 
Parameters Values 

Type of simulation MATLAB 
Standard IEEE 802.11 

Simulation time 100s 

Energy 25J 
Number of nodes 100 

Size of network 16 m×16 m 

Energy 10J 

Position of sink node (10, 10) 

Packet size 6,400 bits 

 

 

5.1.  Simulation metrics 

To assess the effectiveness of an authentication strategy, performance measures for cryptographic 

authentication are utilized. The following are some of the key performance metrics for cryptographic 

authentication schemes. The effectiveness of BAS in comparison to other cryptographic based authentication 

schemes in WSNs; SPIN, BROSK, and LEAP was evaluated. For comparisons between the procedures, the 

performance metrics below are noted: 

Energy consumption: defines the total power consumed by nodes in the network measured in joules. 

Energy consumption is the measure of how much energy the authentication method uses. Energy 

consumption is particularly important in battery-powered devices, where energy conservation is critical. 

Encryption and decryptions are computationally expensive and consume more power. In (1) and (2) evaluate 

the overall transmission energy. The calculation of the overall message's transmission energy 𝑇𝑇𝐸  and 

reception energy 𝑅𝐸 involves the consideration of both the transmitting energy 𝑇𝐸 , receiving energy 𝑅𝑋 as 

well as the number of transmitted packets 𝑆𝑃 and the distance traveled 𝐷. 
 

𝑇𝑇𝐸 = 𝑇𝐸(𝑆𝑃 , 𝐷) (1) 
 

𝑅𝐸 = 𝑅𝑋(𝑆𝑃)   (2) 
 

The calculation of the total energy consumed, denoted as 𝐸𝑇, is determined through the application of (3).  

 

𝐸𝑇 = 𝑇𝑇𝐸 + 𝑅𝐸  (3) 

 

Where 𝑇𝑇𝐸 , presents the transmission energy and 𝑅𝐸 presents the receiving energy. Energy efficiency (EE): a 

measure of packet transmission to the BS in relation to the overall energy consumed by the SNs measured in 

(kb/J) calculated by (4). 
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𝐸𝐸 = ( 𝐸𝑇 −
𝑇𝑇𝐸

 𝐸𝑇
∗ 100) (4) 

 

5.2.  Simulation results 

5.2.1. Energy consumption 

The BAS outperforms SPIN, LEAP, and BROSK in reducing power usage in WSNs through its 

multi-hop routing approach, utilizing a two-factor authentication process. SPIN consumes less energy due to 

its negotiation mechanism, while BROSK excels as the most energy-efficient by broadcasting a session key. 

LEAP, focused on data confidentiality through encryption algorithms, consumes more power. Understanding 

the energy consumption of these protocols is crucial for selecting the most suitable one in energy-constrained 

environments. Figure 2 demonstrates that BAS outperforms SPIN, LEAP, and BROSK in reducing power 

consumption. 

 

5.2.2. Energy efficiency 

A network is expected to perform optimally without performance degradation despite an increase in 

network devices. Figure 3 analyzes energy efficiency of BAS, SPIN, BROSK and LEAP. Figure 3 illustrates 

that BAS excels in maximizing energy efficiency compared to SPIN, LEAP, and BROSK. It is evident from 

the results that BAS maximizes energy efficiency by 97% as compared to other protocols in consideration. 

These results correspond to low energy consumption of the protocols as discussed in Figure 2. Using a multi-

hop routing strategy has a substantial influence on lowering overall energy usage, enhancing energy 

efficiency when the distance cost is considered.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Energy consumption with respect to 

number of nodes 

 
 

Figure 3. Energy efficiency with respect to number 

of nodes 

 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

IoT has experienced significant growth due to wireless sensor networks, offering benefits such as 

intelligent devices and transformed environments. Despite ongoing efforts to address security concerns in the 

IoT, research gaps remain. These gaps include the necessity for thorough reviews and classifications of 

recent studies, detailed comparisons of security attacks and cryptographic schemes, examination and 

categorization of authentication methods, and assessments of encryption-based authentication protocols. This 

work significantly contributes to IoT authentication through a comprehensive review and classification of 

recent works, emphasizing strengths, weaknesses, and uniqueness. It extends its impact by reviewing 

applications, assessing their authentication techniques for diverse IoT use cases, and conducting a 

comparative analysis of existing authentication schemes, considering key metrics. The study includes a 

simulation and analysis, evaluating the effectiveness of the BAS against other cryptographic-based 

authentication schemes. Additionally, the work identifies emerging trends, offering insights into the future of 

IoT authentication in sensor networks. Exploring emerging trends and innovations in IoT authentication is 

crucial for maintaining the security and efficiency of IoT systems. Examining advanced biometric methods 

such as vain pattern recognition, improving algorithms for behavioral authentication, and incorporating 

passwordless approaches with quantum-resistant cryptographic keys can bolster security. Furthermore, 

exploring blockchain for decentralized authentication records, implementing homomorphic encryption for 

privacy in IoT, establishing standardized and lightweight authentication protocols for IoT, researching cross-

domain authentication, and assessing the impact of emerging technologies like aritificial intelligence (AI) and 

sixth generation (6G) networks on authentication are crucial areas of study. This through examination of 
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future directions aims to assist researchers and practitioners in navigating the evolving challenges and 

opportunities in IoT authentication. 
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